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Here we are, more than 14 months  
later, still impacted by the global 
pandemic. And in spite of the 
numerous challenges, a thin sliver of 
a silver lining did emerge in 2020. 

The	bad	news

Many charitable organizations 
were forced to close their doors, and 
staff had to leverage the resources and 
tools they had available. Gone were 
lucrative resources like live galas, 
charity runs, silent auctions, and even 
one-to-one meeting with donors. 

Revenues were down for 55% 
of charities, according to a report 
by Imagine Canada, COVID-19 

Sector Monitor Report, May 2020. 

The	good	news

Donors to some non-profits responded 
 in remarkable ways: 

• 1.1 million Canadians donated more  
than $480 million online through  
CanadaHelps alone.

• Young people donated more to social  
justice causes.

• A large percentage of the donations 
were due to the remarkable online  
giving spike, as reported by Blackbaud  
Institute’s “2020 Charitable Giving 
Report”. 13% of all contributions 
were online last year.
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A word of caution though, this uptick  
in online giving did not mean that donors  
only gave via social media channels. 
Direct mail did play its fair share with  
fewer donors sending in cheques but  
more donating online. 

What I can tell you is that the direct mail 
appeal has been making a bit of a comeback, 
though for some like me, it never stopped. 

Although the printed fundraising appeal 
may have made its debut in 1235 when 
a Buddhist sage was looking for funds to 
build a monastery, in recent years it has 
now been supplanted by eAppeals, social 
media appeals and numerous other lower 
cost options that support event fundraising.

Another	piece	of	bad	news

Many organizations did not 
successfully retain their new donors 

gained over the previous years because 
many switched to social media 
fundraising and eAppeals. And many 
older loyal donors who did not have email 
addresses were lost or never targeted.

The challenge moving forward is 
not only whom you reach but how you 
reach them, how you impart to them and 
how you drive response, because this can 
no longer be left to chance. Non-profits 
need to start from the beginning. They 
must reset, re-evaluate and remerge to 
develop a broader more diverse pool of 
strategies to stay relevant and afloat.

Do not abandon direct mail if you 
want to boost retention and donor value, 
because when it comes to donor-centricity/
obsession/love/devotion/passion no 
other medium does this better than 
direct mail, which is still surviving and 
still thriving. Also, like most charities 
your organization is still supported to 
a large extent by older donors who still 
prefer direct mail. Do not lose them 
just because the new way is eAppeals.

Also, do not consider social media and 
printed marketing as an either/or choice  
but rather as complementary media to 
work together as part of a marketing mix  
and an overarching strategy. Their 
combined power is more than the sum of  
its individual parts.
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Eihei Dogen 
mystic and 
teacher,  
1200-1253 at 
the San  
Francisco  
Zen Center
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Learn	from	the	past

Many years ago experienced direct 
marketer Denny Hatch took a look at two 
superlative letters and explained the most 
powerful driving emotion they shared. 

The first was from the Wall Street 
Journal, the “Two Young Men” letter  
written by Martin Conroy. It was an  
unbeatable control for The Wall Street  
Journal and they mailed it steadily  
for roughly 30 years. 

It was a simple two-page letter with  
775 words. Over those 30 years, it  
generated roughly $2 billion in 
circulation revenue for the Journal.

That’s $25.8 million a word! 

And the second was a humongous 
Mayo Clinic envelope so large that it  
had to be folded in half to fit in an  
average letterbox.

Denny Hatch’s article is still available 
on SOFII. It is worth reviewing no matter  
how you fundraise. Just type in: Direct  
marketing copy and the amazing power  
of fear.  Here is the link to the website: 
https://sofii.org/

In closing, let me say that non-profit  
organizations must acclimate quickly and  
prepare for this new reality, whenever  
their doors reopen.

The Mayo Clinic Package

The Wall Street Journal Envelope



Please feel free to adapt, steal, 
reproduce, or share these simple 
swipeables. They are field-tested 
and worked for me, so they 
may improve your results too. 

As Denny Hatch explained, in the 
article above, there was a similarity 
between the Wall Street Journal 
package and the Mayo Clinic package. 

To succeed it is easier to build on what  
has worked before rather than try to  
invent a new mousetrap and hope it works.  
You just have to be smart enough not to  
copy it blatantly. 

1.		Don’t	ignore	your	outer		
envelope. 

Put the same thought into your  
envelope as you do into your letter.  
What will it say, and what will it look 
like? 

Here are six examples and reasons  

why they worked for me:
1. I asked a question, like this 

intriguing one for Integra,  
“What’s the biggest thing you  
can fit in an envelope?” 
 
 
 
 
 

2. The Canadian Liver Foundation  
package is a classic example of 
grabbing attention. The envelope 
had a child’s drawing of herself 
in yellow with the headline: “The 
Yellow on the Outside is Killing  
Her on the Inside.” It got the  
reader’s attention beating the 
client’s target by $41,500.
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Looking	to	test	your	next	
direct	mail?	

Here	is	a	grab	bag	for	you	to	
steal	from.

GET CREATIVE
Innovative approaches to increasing your direct mail effectiveness

We are bombarded by over half a million dollars worth of commercial and media messages every day. As a result
today’s audiences have developed a form of ‘selective intake’ mechanism.

More important, most recipients simply don't have enough time in their busy complex lives to read anything
other than material that interests them.

Howard Luck Gossage, a famous copywriter, once said, "Nobody reads an ad or a direct mail piece. People read
what interests them … and sometimes it’s an ad or sometimes it’s a direct mail piece."

The decision to read or not read therefore comes down to one thing: Is the person interested in what you are
saying and/or showing?

No matter whom you are targeting - donors, prospects or suspects - all three groups have one thing in common.
They read very little of what we send them and this includes even the most loyal donors of a charity.

Too often they look at the package and go, "Oh! Oh! They want money again," without reading the contents.
Those who do look or glance at the material read less than 50%.

Following old formulas of writing and design just don’t seem to work like they once did.

In his two books, Purple Cow: Transform Your Business by Being Remarkable, and All Marketers Are Liars,
Seth Godin stressed that the key to success is to find a way to stand out from the herd - to be the purple cow in a
field of monochrome Holsteins.

So the question becomes, how do we stand out or make our material interesting enough to get readers to pay
attention?

I HAVE LEARNED THAT THERE ARE 4 WAYS
TO GET PEOPLE TO PAY ATTENTION

1. Show or tell them something new and interesting (arouse curiosity)

2. Tell them something they didn’t know before (inform them, make it
newsworthy)

3. Tell them something in a unique way (give it a new slant)

4. Tell them why this is important right now (spur them into action)

1. SHOW OR TELL THEM SOMETHING NEW AND INTERESTING
(AROUSE CURIOSITY)

THERE ARE TWO WAYS TO AROUSE CURIOSITY.

You can do it with words:



3. I added a toothbrush to this Interval  
    House piece, which could be seen  
    through the outer envelope window  
    This was enough to get the envelope  
    opened and it beat the previous  
    control package by 33%.

4. An inter-departmental business  
    envelope was sent to prospects  
    of the Direct Marketing Association,  
    inviting them to join. Sometimes   
    you just have to think out of the box.

5.  This blank envelope for Easter 
     Seals, with just the recipient’s  
     handwritten name and address,  
     was guaranteed to be opened.

6.  Half a message, on this envelope  
     for United Way Montreal, helped  
     force readers to open it to find  
     out more. 
 

7.  I used both sides of the envelope  
     for the SPCA to get an important  
     message across. 
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Interval House, Toronto
Donor acquisition mailing
Beat control package by 33%
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2.		The	letter:	Get	them	from	the	start.	

Don’t talk about your charity, talk about why your donors are important. Donors  
give because they want to share in your accomplishments, not because of the size or  
status of your organization.

Here are four examples:
1.  Remember short lead sentences work wonders like this one for The  Good  
    Neighbours’ Club, a charity for homeless men, now called Haven Toronto.

 
2.  Here’s the start of a letter for the Leukemia Research Fund of Canada,  
     that exudes donor centricity.
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3.  Here is a letter for Easter Seals Ontario with a short catchy opening.

 
4. Here is the start of a letter, for Easter Seals Ontario, that is donor centric.



4.		Giving	to	a	charity	is	an	emotional	process.	It	has	much	more	to		
						do	with	the	heart	than	the	brain.	

Your letter should stir your donors to act, to produce tears of sadness or outrage 
or anger. So, stories are gold; tell a story that paints a picture of what is happening 
and how the reader can help. 

Here are three examples: 

1.  This Easter Seal Society letter tells a story about Nicholas.
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2.  This is a letter for Special Olympics Ontario.

4.  This Canadian Liver Foundation’s letter tells the story of a  
     girl with a liver disease
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4.		Unlike	any	other	media—print,	television,	social	media	or		
						emails—direct	mail	is	tactile.		

It has been scientifically proven that the brain retains more information when you  
can touch and feel an object, so don’t forget that power and use it to your advantage.

It is also the only three-dimensional medium where you can include things in it to  
tell your story, which is a big plus.

Here are four examples:
1.  I’ve mailed a bandage to  
     talk about women abuse.

 
 
2.  A package of sugar to make a point 
about the cause of obesity in our  
children. 
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3. And a piece of cardboard to dramatize the plight of the homeless. All  
    with great results.

So remember that direct mail is interactive; in fact it is the original interactive  
medium.



Appeal	of	the	month:		
Reverse	Selfie	by	Dove.

Before digital, glossy photo shopped ads 
in women’s magazines were condemned 
for their part in generating a dangerously 
idealized definition of beauty.

Today, young girls face the same  
problem. Research shows that, by the age 
of 13, 80% of girls distort the way they 
look online. Beauty brand Dove is once 
more on a mission to tackle the issue of  
real beauty standards in a digital era. It is 
using its platform to highlight the wide-
spread damage caused by the trend of  
heavily edited selfies. 

Created by Ogilvy, “Reverse Selfie”  
features a young girl locked into the  
artificial world of social media. We are 
introduced to her in the form of her highly 
edited photograph, that she has posted with 
the caption “my new look”.

As the name suggests, the campaign is  
a story told in reverse, revealing which  
digital effects were used to create the  
image.

Here’s the link to the video:  
https://youtu.be/z2T-Rh838GA
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OPT IN, OPT OUT, OPTIONS:

 
To subscribe, email me at: 
billy@designersinc.ca

 To download back issues of my  
newsletters go to ‘Freebies’ on my website: 
www.designersinc.ca

To unsubscribe, send me an e-mail 
simply saying, “Please, remove.” 

To participate, send me an email 
with your article suggestions.

To post a comment, please include your 
name, email address and your thoughts.

Let me remind you that your name and/or 
e-mail address will never be shared, sold, 
circulated, or passed along to anyone else.

BKS Fundraising/Designers Inc. 
1806-77 Harbour Square 
Toronto, ON 
M5J 2S2

© Designers Inc.
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